Dear Parents,

CCAMPS Lessons Link: https://bit.ly/ESSCCAMPS

We are so proud of all of our Eagles and how well they are doing with their distance learning. This has been
such a quick learning experience for all involved! We appreciate your patience and flexibility as we work to
provide the best instruction for all of our Eagles in the most manageable way possible.
CCAMPS lessons will be updated weekly. You will also find Library information from Mrs. Schultz and
Guidance Lessons from the counselors.
Ways to Find CCAMPS Lessons:





The link to the CCAMPS lessons should be posted in whichever platform your child's teacher is using,
either Seesaw or Google Classroom.
You can also access the lessons through the Distance Learning portal on the school website. You will
scroll down towards the bottom of the page, click on “Elementary School South,” and find “CCAMPS”
under Campus Resources.
You can also find the activities by clicking the link at the top of the page

Instructions for Lessons
The instructions on the CCAMPS slide show say to pick one CCAMPS class each day and complete that
activity.


If you choose:
o You can take a picture or a video of your child doing the activity and send it to that CCCAMPS
teacher. Teacher emails are listed on the slide show.




You can also Tweet a picture or video and tag @BH_ESS_CCAMPS
You do not have to contact the CCAMPS teacher to verify the activity is completed.

When you complete the attendance survey each day, you are agreeing to have your child complete given
assignments for that day.

Something Extra:
If your child has access to their CCAMPS seesaw page, they can check there for additional activities. These
are completely optional.

Again, thank you for all of your patience with this. We are in this together!
Love,
ESS CCAMPS Team

